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No one, I think, will dispute the fact of a global system. Whether we watch the BBC news in Brisbane, Bangkok or Bombay, its programme preview indicates Hong Kong time and other times so that we can calculate what to see and when to see it wherever we are. And the news comes from all over the world, not just from England. Wherever people have money to spend, they find supermarkets and boutiques aptly named to remind us of an American or a French background, whether or not the items on display retain any connection with American or French culture. One may, of course, mention the volatility of the financial market with its new derivative instruments for simultaneously maximizing security and risk with unpredictable effects. One may think of the international concern with events in the former Yugoslavia, in Somalia, in South Africa, in Azerbeijdan and not just with events close to the borders of one's own country. 'International', indeed, no longer refers to a relation between two (or more) nations but to the political and the economic problems of the global system. And last but not least, science is not differentiated into regional, ethnic or cultural sciences but into disciplines and research fields.

Moreover, the simultaneity of changes all over the world deserves attention. Everywhere new problems in planning and controlling innovations in organizations and in production technology arise. Religious, ethnic and other types of ‘fundamentalisms’ emerge all over the world and show that those conflicts of interest to which the state apparatus became adapted while developing into a constitutional state and a welfare state, are just trivial compared with what we have to expect in the future. The economic system has shifted its bases of security from property and reliable debtors (such as states or large corporations) to speculation itself. He who tries to maintain his property will loose his fortune, and he who tries to maintain and increase his wealth will have to change his investments one day to the next. He can either use new derivative instruments or must trust some of the many funds that do this for him. This leads to unsolvable problems in all kinds of 'socialist' policies. And intellectuals are developing their own derivative instruments as well, describing what others are describing under the common denominator of ‘postmodernity’. There is no possible regional explanation for these facts. They do not have an 'origin', and one may doubt whether or not they have a 'function'. Apparently, society reacts to itself, but what do we mean by society? What do we do with the everyday knowledge that we take for granted? How can we conceptualize it? What do these facts indicate? Is the global system a society, or is it a system of societies, as Parsons would have it?[1]
They facilitate communication, but they do not serve as concepts. They have to be avoided in the construction of theories? Using names prevents explanations and, above all, comparisons. It is nothing but 'political' talk.

This is not simply a terminological question. It touches upon the very concept of society, the most difficult concept sociology has inherited from the past. What is the core meaning of this ambiguous concept and what are its essential features? Can sociology following Max Weber avoid it altogether? Can we conserve its traditional 'civil' (= political) meaning or are we compelled by the emergence of a global system to change the concept?

My main point will be that, throughout the tradition and in modern times as well, the concept of society proclaims a specific combination of difference and identity, of differentiation and reconstructed unity, or, in traditional language, of the parts and the whole. In all traditional societies, whether antique, medieval or early modern, the principle of differentiation has been stratification, or hierarchy, although the secularization and de-cosmologization of this concept changed the semantical context. In order for society to count as such, this and only this form of differentiation has to be recognized and accepted. On this basis one could then try to find a corresponding reconstruction of unity.

Looking back several centuries, we can observe an increasing de-naturalization of the idea of human society, and this semantic change seems to correlate, on the structural level, with an increasing importance of functional differentiation. With the secularization of hierarchy, the principle of unity had to become a secular principle. From the late 17th century to the 18th century, from Moliere to Alexander Pope, this principle was human happiness. If one were satisfied with the status or condition acquired at one's birth, one could be happy in all walks of life. The world offers more chances to be happy than any status group can realize for itself. And happiness is no zero-sum affair. Even if the world were not designed to make humans happy, even if it were a test ground for salvation only, it could be considered the best of all possible worlds (Leibniz). Every individual could make himself or herself happy by adapting to the conditions; or at least could enjoy the idea that high status by itself does not provide for happiness. The higher classes, in addition, may have 'taste' (Pittock, 1973).

Pope still seems to be convinced that 'Some are, and must be, greater than the rest more rich, more wise; but who infers from hence that those are happier shocks all common sense?

But if one finds this in writing and print one may come to a different opinion. The printing press evokes critique. Malthus' Essay on Population (1926) [1798] marks the end of the idea of a society perfectible in terms of human happiness. The successor to this fragile unity of happiness (for all) and taste (for a few) was, in England and Scotland at least, a new concept of culture as cultivation--for the new commercial society (Williams, 1961).
But the prospect of happiness did not take into account the new conflicts of the new society. The 17th and 18th centuries brought about an increasing commercialization and market orientation—first of agriculture (on the base of inherited real estate) and, then, of production (on the base of alienable capital). For the 19th century, from Fourier to Durkheim, the keyword was not culture but solidarity.[4] The industrial revolution and the coming to power of the new Bourgeoisie had replaced the old 'natural' order of social estates with a new structure of social classes, depending not upon origin but on career and therefore being visible as contingent. Solidarity was conceived as a kind of moral obligation or, at least, as a binding collective consciousness. But the background assumption remained stratification, now in the form of a class society producing wealth by division of labour and, thereby, multiplying vertical and horizontal differences. The concept of society included an injunctive component ‘that the very name of society implies that it shall not be a mere race, but that its object is to provide for the common good of all.[5] At the same time, we find, as public knowledge, a theory of thermodynamic trends towards entropy that predicted the unavoidable 'heat death' and seemed to prove that the moralities of the day (solidarity or struggle for survival), capital formation and industrial organization, are but temporary and contingent crystallizations?

The enormous increase in diversity within the boundaries of the global systems and the increase in possibilities set free by functional differentiation and by technological development leads to a response at the semantic level of societal self-descriptions. Relativism generates the quest for legitimation.7 Within the frame of the possible, society needs a narrower frame of the permissible. It produces a variety of devices to enclose what can then be regarded as meaningful expectations: a frame within the frame of the possible. This internal frame may be described in terms of institutions, such as ethics, culture, the canon, recognized heroic action, masterpiece, or the classics. The master discourse of modern society, its 'incomplete project' (Habermas, 1981), uses a humanistic framework. Upon close inspection the project 'modern society' shows a paradoxical face: freedom and equality, self-realization and solidarity. But the paradox is called 'reason', and the project is, to use an 18th-century slogan, pregnant with future. The future, however, remains future and can never become present. It contains the prospect of oscillation between the two sides of the paradox. But in view of the many urgent problems confronting us today, is there any guarantee that this self-contained paradox of modernity will remain our paradox and the future will remain the unlimited horizon of resolving this paradox?

The 20th century has brought about neither happiness nor solidarity. Solidarity, in fact, has become a euphemistic term for social movements (Poland), tax increases (Germany), or for demonstrating public spending in the countryside (Mexico). Society now pretends to be an 'active society' (Etzioni, 1968), heading towards an increasing 'similarity of living conditions' in each country and all over the world. No one should be better off than the others or, at least, no one should be forced by the circumstances of his life to live far below a decent average standard. This aspiration is reproduced by the mass media and the mass markets—as an aspiration. But there are no signs of
realization. Obviously, society cannot live up to its own promises. The discrepancy is even more obvious with regard to living conditions than with regard to solidarity or human happiness. And again, similarity of living conditions is opposed to stratification as unity is to differentiation. It is meant to level off stratification as if this were the problem of the human condition.

At the end of the 20th century we have to learn this lesson. In vain we try to use the leftover vocabularies of a tradition whose ambition it was to define the unity, or even the essence, of the social. Our problem is to define difference and to mark off a space in which we can observe the emergence of order and disorder.

We have to come to terms, once and for all, with a society without human happiness and, of course, without taste, without solidarity, without similarity of living conditions. It makes no sense to insist on these aspirations, to revitalize or to supplement the list by renewing old names such as civil society or community. This can only mean dreaming up new utopias and generating new disappointments in the narrow span of political possibilities. These desirabilities serve as a central phantom that seems to guarantee the unity of the system. But one cannot introduce the unity of the system into the system. We may well recognize the hardships and the injustice of stratification, but this is no longer the main problem of society. For its scheme of difference and identity is no longer framed by stratificatory (or hierarchical) differentiation. Stratification would mean that we could know the addresses of influential people and the ropes, and that we would be able to change the structure of society by appealing to reason, by critique, by reforming institutions, or by revolution. But this has become more than doubtful.

If we look at the huge masses of starving people, deprived of all necessities for a decent human life, without access to any of the function systems, or if we consider all the human bodies, struggling to survive the next day, neither 'exploitation' nor 'suppression'--terms that refer again to stratification--are adequate descriptions. It is only by habit and by ideological distortion that we use these terms. But there is nothing to exploit in the favelas; nor are there, at the higher levels of society, actors or dominant groups that use their power to suppress these people. (There are of course individuals, families or groups which, like everyone else, use their networks to their own advantage.) 'Exploitation' and 'suppression' are outdated mythologies, negative utopias suggesting an easy way out this situation, e.g. by 'revolution'. The predominant relation is no longer a hierarchical one, but one of inclusion and exclusion; and this relates not to stratification but to functional differentiation.

Traditional societies included and excluded persons by accepting or not accepting them in family households, and families (not individuals) were ordered by stratification. Modern society includes and excludes persons via function systems, but in a much more paradoxical way. Function systems presuppose the inclusion of every human being, but, in fact, they exclude persons that do not meet their requirements. Many individuals have to live without certified birth and identity cards, without any school education and without regular work, without access to courts and without the capacity to call the police. One
exclusion serves as an excuse for other exclusions. At this level, and only at this level, society is tightly integrated, but in a negative way. And modern values, such as equality and freedom, serve as cover terms to preserve an illusion of innocence—equality as equal opportunity and freedom as allowing for individual (and not societal) attribution.

It is one thing to describe modern society as a functionally differentiated system that generates social classes as a useless byproduct of the selective operations of its function systems. It is quite another thing to define society as a social system that can change its form of primary internal differentiation. Functional differentiation is a specific historical arrangement that has developed since the late Middle Ages and was recognized as disruptive only in the second half of the 18th century. One cannot define the concept of society by one of its possible realizations. If one restricts the concept to particular aspects of modern society, the temptation becomes irresistible, to include in the concept, ideological or normative assumptions such as human happiness, solidarity, similarity of living conditions, or communal integration. The theoretical decision then becomes the source of misdirected dissatisfaction, critique and protest. To date, however, we do not have a convincing meta-concept that would encompass all possible dominant forms of differentiation from segmentation to centre/periphery differentiation to hierarchy and, finally, to functional differentiation. Therefore, we need to rephrase the problem and replace the humanistic approach and its affectionately 'social' concern by the question: what does it mean and how is it possible that a system can change its dominant form of internal differentiation?

We can conceive of differentiation as the process of reproducing systems within systems, boundaries within boundaries and, for observing systems, frames within frames, and distinctions within the distinguished.[9] This presupposes the stability of boundaries as a result and as a condition of evolution. Protected only by boundaries, and only inside its boundaries, can a system grow in complexity; for only within its boundaries, can a system operate, build up, change, or forget: structures. A 'double closure' or 'double framing' by external and internal boundaries that separate the external environment from the internal environments. of subsystems is a necessary condition for maintaining stability in spite of an evolution toward an ever increasing improbability of structures and 'evolutionary universals' (Parsons, 1964) such as advanced forms of differentiation. How, then, and this again is our question, can a society survive changes in its forms of double closure, its forms of stability, how can it survive a 'catastrophe' in the sense of Rene Thom or, perhaps better, an evolutionary 'anastrophe' toward forms of differentiation that involve higher complexity, more opportunities, more structural contingencies, shorter time periods (acceleration), and more risks of unpredictable breakdowns?

If all this adds up to a point, the concept of society has to be defined not by an idealized state with compensatory functions but by a boundary, that is, by a boundary-drawing operation. Such an operation produces the difference between the system and its environment and thereby produces the possibility of observing the system, that is, the distinction between the system and its environment. This distinction can re-enter the
system,[11] it can be copied in the system and then allows for histability of the system, for referential oscillation between observations, respectively indicating external and internal states and events.

Systems that operate at the level of a re-entry of their form into their form are non-trivial machines in the sense of von Foerster (1984). They cannot compute their own states. They use their own output as input. They are 'autopoietic' systems, and that means that they are their own product. In contradistinction to all traditions that teach that one can only understand what one has made oneself (Bacon, Hobbes, Vico etc.), a re-entry leads to an unresolvable indeterminacy. The system cannot match its internal observations with its reality, nor can external observers compute the system. Such systems need a memory function (i.e. culture) that presents the present as an outcome of the past. But memory means forgetting and highly selective remembering, it means constructing identities for re-impregnating recurring events. In addition, such systems need an oscillator function to be able to cross the boundaries of all distinctions they use, such as, being/not-being, inside/ outside, good/bad, male/female, true/false etc. To be able to separate memory and oscillation, the systems constructs time, that is, a difference of past and future states, by which the past becomes the realm of memory and the future the realm of oscillation. This distinction is an evolutionary universal. It is actualized by every operation of the system and thus gives time the appearance of a dimension of the 'world'. And if there are sufficient cultural guarantees for conceptualizing time, the distinction of time re-enters itself with the effect that past and future presents, too, have their own temporal horizons, their own pasts and futures. The European description of time reaches this reflection of time within time in the 18th century. Since the 18th century, we have to live with the historical relativity of all cultural forms and with a lack of 'origins', that are binding for the present. 'Origins' are now considered self-made origins, e.g. works of art, positive laws, scientific theories or political decisions. The public description of time conceives of the present as the differential of the past and the future, that is, as the time for decision, and this leads to new, highly organized forms of recursivity. Memory and oscillation, selectivity of reconfirmations and uncertainty of the future, are now unavoidable facts of social life.

Now we are ready to settle the issue of the global system. Under modern conditions, the global system is a society, in which all internal boundaries can be contested and all solidarities shift. All internal boundaries depend upon the self-organization of subsystems and no longer on an 'origin' in history or on the nature or logic of the encompassing system. Solidarities are in a process of deconstruction and reconstruction that requires the self-distinguishing capacity of social movements or of ethnic or fundamentalist religious groups. And this means, that solidarity consolidates itself within society against others. Solidarity, accepting its own genetic conditions, does not and cannot want truce.

Society generates its external boundaries by its elementary operations. These are boundaries between the recursive, self-referring network of communications on the inside, and everything else (including human bodies and minds) on the outside.
Communication cannot be sufficiently explained in terms of Saussure's distinction of langue and parole, that is, as an application of language in concrete cases. Each communication identifies itself by referring to past communications and by opening a limited space for further communications. It cannot happen as one single event, it cannot be recognized as communication outside of its own recursive network. 'Communication is recursivity' (von Foerster, 1993). It has to reproduce both the memory function and the oscillator function, the past and the future of the system. This requires selective operations and, therefore, the drawing of boundaries. These boundaries are relatively clear because the use of language requires the distinction between words and things. Remaining ambiguities (e.g. whether something is communication or only behaviour) can be clarified by communication. Regional boundaries do not have this operational quality. They are political conventions, relevant for the segmentary differentiation of the political subsystem of the global society. They designate places to show passports and, occasionally, generate reasons for war. It does not make any sense to say that they separate societies.

Society constructs its environment around a basic distinction, that between human individuals (bodies and minds) and other environmental facts, which nowadays are called 'ecological' conditions. This distinction is drawn by society itself, by its communicative processes. It has no fundamentum in re but varies its meaning according to changing historical circumstances. To distinguish between individuals and other ecological conditions is a projective reflection of communication; it mirrors the requirements of the autopoietic reproduction of the societal system. For only the consciousness of individuals is structurally coupled with the autopoiesis of the societal system (Luhmann 1988). Only consciousness can irritate communication in a way that is compatible with the autopoiesis and the operational closure of the social system. All other environmental changes (physical, chemical, biological, e.g. death) can only have destructive effects.

Conscious states in the environment of the system have to be presupposed at any moment in time, in every single communicative operation. They have to be presupposed, not only for the time being, but also in the form of a possibility of future communication on the one hand, which links up with what has been said or written before, and, on the other hand, in the form of a past that has already successfully reduced uncertainty and in which individuals have committed themselves to continue communication. This structural coupling of consciousness and society does not determine system states on both sides of the boundary. On the contrary, it presupposes the reciprocal inaccessibility of consciousness for communication and of communication for consciousness. The other side cannot be reached; it can only be imagined; for no system can operate outside of its own boundaries. The structural coupling depends upon language as linking device, but there is no supersystem organizing this coupling. Language is not a system.

Moreover, this is the only direct coupling that connects the societal system with its outside. Only consciousness can produce the noise necessary for the emergence and evolution of social order. Only conscious operations can perturbate the communicative
system and create preconditions of sense-making within this system. Everything else--
say, death, fire, earthquakes, climatic shifts, technological catastrophes--can only destroy
communication. Such events can, of course, be observed, that is, thematized by the
social system, but to do so requires communication and, as its external condition,
consciousness.

The extraordinary importance of individuals with respect to the ongoing reproduction of
the societal operation is due to their external (environmental), not to their internal (social)
status; it is due to their own self-reproduction, to their own ‘autopoietic’ closure as minds
and as living bodies. Individuals are not and cannot: be ‘parts’ of society, and it makes no
sense to speak of ‘participation’ (if we: remember the medieval connotations of this term).
Given this importance of individual reproducing consciousnesses other ecological
concerns might be of minor consequence. Individuals, however, are easy to replace, they
die anyway and they live in great numbers. We have greater problems with fresh air and
fresh water:, with oil and with nourishment, with pollution and with the ozone layer
depletion. Besides, ecological interrelations are much more complicated than relations be-
tween individuals, which are almost exclusively mediated by society itself, i.e. by
communication. I cannot go into details, at this point, but it would be worthwhile’. to
compare these two environments from the viewpoint of the reproduction of the’. societal
system. We have to remember, however, that the distinction between human and
ecological conditions is quite an artificial construction, reflecting the: internal operative
necessities of society, whereas individuals as far as their organic: life is concerned, are,
in fact, part of the ecological environment, contributing to and suffering from its
deterioration.

In our context, where we have to decide between assuming a global system of regional
societies or a world society, we have now clear and theoretically consistent arguments
for a single world society. The autopoietic system of this society can be: described
without any reference to regional particularities. This certainly does not mean that these
differences are of minor importance. But a sociological theory that wants to explain these
differences, should not introduce them as givens, that is, as independent variables; it
should rather start with the assumption of a world society and then investigate, how and
why this society tends to maintain or even increase regional inequalities. It is not very
helpful to say that the Serbs are Serbs and, therefore, they make war. The relevant
question is rather, whether or not the form of the political state forced upon all regions on
earth fits to all local and ethnic conditions, or, whether or not the general condition, not of
exploitation or suppression but of global neglect stimulates the search for personal and
social, ethnic or religious identities. One may further raise the question of whether the
modern way to describe conflicts as conflicts of interests and values is still adequate in
view of a global condition that suggests the emergence of fundamentalist identifications,
that is ‘against-identities’ and not ‘career-identities’. If we include utopian schemes such
as human happiness or integrative community into the definition of society, we will
sensitize our theory to regional differences. If, on the other hand, we use the distinction between
system and environment as our scheme, we enable ourselves to see, on a world-wide level, the impact of societal operations and structures on individuals as well as on ecological conditions. That the ecological impacts of societal operations cannot be restricted to regional territories does not need any further argument. But their impact on individuals, too, seems to be a universal phenomenon and this will become more evident in the near future. Increasingly, individuals are permitted, or even required, to declare their own identity, their own preferences, interests, beliefs, aspirations and to refer to themselves in communication as if this could legitimate expectations. Even in intimate relations, experience shows that love, not hate, separates, because it provides special hopes and chances for identity development.[12] Apparently, individuals do not see any reason not to use their external positions to produce demands, claims and disappointments. And if this is true for love relations, it is even more so for all social contexts in which careers contribute to identity formation.

Obviously, no autopoietic system can 'adapt' to its environment. It only operates as if it were adapted. This is the reason why modern society slides into more and more problems with its individuals and its ecological conditions. Autopoietic systems are operationally closed systems. But they can observe, that is, communicate about whatever comes into their span of attention. They oscillate between external references and self-reference by focusing on the constative and the performatif aspects of communication, on information and on utterance. Sociology may well see a task in correcting its own tradition and in shifting its attention from the outworn themes of stratification and compensatory social ideas to the more urgent external problems.

Let us now return to the question of whether, under modern conditions this primary form of differentiation is hierarchy or functional differentiation. Each type has its special calamities. If we see stratification we will tend to see, as I have said before, injustice, exploitation and suppression; and we may wish to find corrective devices or at least to formulate normative schemes and moral injunctions that stimulate a rhetoric of critique and protest. If, on the other hand, we see functional differentiation, our description will point to the autonomy of the function systems, to their high degree of indifference, coupled to high sensitivity and irritability, in very specific respects that vary from system to system. Then, we will see a society without top and without centre; a society that evolves but cannot control itself. And then, the calamity is no longer exploitation and suppression but neglect. This society makes very specific distinctions with respect to its environment, e.g. usable and not usable resources with respect to ecological questions or (excluded) bodies and (included) persons with respect to human individuals.

Today, the problem is much worse than before. We may continue with our habits and resort to moral claims that are as justified as ever. But who will hear these complaints and who can react to them, if the society is not in control of itself?.

And what can we expect when we know that the very success of the function systems depends upon neglect? When evolution has differentiated systems whose very
complexity depends upon operational closure (and the paradigmatic case is, of course, the human brain), how can we expect to include all kinds of concerns into the system?

But this is a question and not an answer, and the question is meant to redirect sociological research. We can observe an enormous amount of structural flexibility and we can presuppose a certain capacity for making the distinction between system and environment within systems. We may redefine system rationality as a re-entry of the distinction between system and environment into systems (Luhmann, 1993). Functional differentiation, then, means that we can expect very different solutions for the problem of rationality in different function systems, but any solution will depend upon complexity, that is, on boundaries and on neglect.

Functional differentiation, too, has produced self-justifying or at least complementary descriptions. The first idea referred to division of labour, transferring it from the role level to the system level (Durkheim, 1930). This could justify the costs and disadvantages of modern life-conditions by an overwhelming surplus of welfare. After World War II, a new conception of 'modernization' emerged. It distinguished between different function systems and proclaimed, under the name of 'development', their modernization by way of a market orientation of the economy, a democratization of politics, equal access to school education, the establishment of constitutional legality (rule of law) all over the world, a political control of the military, a free press, self-directed scientific research and so on. There was no question that all this would add up to an improved state of society and, once more, to better life-conditions for human beings. But how could one expect to integrate the effects of modernization or guarantee the reciprocal support of modernizations in different function systems?

Marxist critique and the dependencia theory both missed the point. They profited from obvious miseries and disappointments, but they returned to ideas of stratification that were already outdated at this time. They assumed centre of power, whether the capitalist class or regional centre of wealth, knowledge, and power, and placed their hopes, of course, again on revolution. They invented theological arguments against 'international corporations' or 'monetaristic policies'--and this no longer in the contemptus mundi style of the past but with the hope and a strong demand for 'liberation'. Liberal and Marxist traditions, as well, seemed to promise that less coercion would mean more freedom.

Recent developments in systems theory suggest a very different picture. If function systems are operationally closed systems, their differentiation will produce more independencies and more dependencies at the same time--more independencies because of their operational closure and their highly selective structural couplings, and more dependencies because society can maintain its present achievements only if all the function systems operate and reproduce themselves at an adequate level. The world society has reached a higher level of complexity with higher structural contingencies, more unexpected and unpredictable changes (some people call this 'chaos') and, above all, more interlinked dependencies and interdependencies. This means that causal constructions, (calculations, plannings) are no longer possible from a central and
therefore 'objective' point of view. They differ, depending upon observing systems, that
attribute effects to causes and causes to effects, and this destroys the ontological and
the logical assumptions of central guidance. We have to live with a polycentric,
polycontextural society.

Given these conditions, there is no longer a quasi cosmological guarantee that structural
developments within function systems remain compatible with each other. Science does
not add knowledge to power but uncertainty and risk to decisions. Physics made it
possible to produce the atomic bomb, the economy finds it profitable to use high risk
technologies--both with enormous impacts on the political system. The free press
changes politics into a turmoil of scandals and enforces and reveals hypocrisy as the
typical style of political talk, and this leads to a widespread critique of the 'political class'
and to a decline of political trust. The highly efficient modern medicine has demographic
consequences. The new centrality of international financial markets, the corresponding
marginalization of production, labour and trade, and the transfer of economic security
from real assets and first rate debtors to speculation itself, leads to a loss of jobs and
seduces politicians to 'promise' jobs (without markets?). The welfare state produces
completely new problems for the legal supervision of politics and leads to deformations of
legal doctrine that undermine the predictability of legal decisions. On the other hand, the
corresponding judicial 'legislation' of constitutional courts affects politics in a way that can
hardly be called 'democratic' (the degree of centralization of the emerging European
Union will not be decided by the governments in London, Paris or Berlin but by the
European Court in Luxembourg).

It would be easy to add further items to this list. The point is that we are not in a phase of
'posthistoire' but, on the contrary, in a phase of turbulent evolution without predictable
outcome. In classical perspectives, one could compare the 'degree of modernization'--say,
ofJapan and China--and explain their differences by different structural
preconditions and semantic traditions. But when we want to observe the evolution of
society there is no other choice than to focus on the social system of the world society.

Looking ahead to our future, we cannot see any other form of differentiation. Regression
to earlier forms, say stratification or segmentary (tribal) differentiation, may be possible,
but is probable only after some large scale catastrophe. We cannot close the list of
possible types of differentiation on ontological or logical grounds, but we cannot conceive
of another type either. (Likewise, the stratified societies of the past could think of
functional differentiation only at the role level and not as primary differentiation of the
societal system itself.) The worst imaginable scenario might be that the society of the
next century will have to accept the metacode of inclusion/exclusion. And this would
mean that some human beings will be persons and others only individuals; that some are
emancipated as persons and others are emancipated as bodies; that concern
and neglect become differentiated along this boundary; that tight coupling of exclusions
and loose couplings of inclusions differentiate fate and fortune: and that two forms of integration will compete: the negative integration of exclusions and the positive integration of inclusions.

In some places, e.g. the favelas or other forms of ghettoization in large cities, we can already observe this condition, and it is not unrealistic to expect that demographic developments and migrations will feed this kind of differentiation, even in Europe. And again, this is not a regional problem that could be avoided by political regulations and public spending; it is a problem in the relation between the social system of the world society and its human environment.

All of these considerations apply to the social system of sociology as well. Sociologists are not supposed to play the role of the lay-priests of modernity; nor should they satisfy their theoretical curiosity by a post mortem examination of their classics. But the discipline may improve on constructing its object by conceiving of its own re-entry into its object. The distinction between the observed and the observing system (or, in classical terms, between the object and the subject) may re-enter the system as a condition of cognitive rationality. This requires a double re-entry: The contributions of sociological research to the self-description of society become a topic of sociological theory and a problem for its logic and its methodology, or in other words, the re-entry of the observer into the observed re-enters the observer.

At present, the unsolved problems surrounding the concept of society seem to prevent theoretical progress. The idea of a good, or, at least, a better society still dominates the field. Sociologists, interested in theory, continue to explore the old mazes with diminishing returns instead of moving into new ones. It might be rewarding, however, not to look for better solutions of problems--of problems that are constructed by the mass media--but to ask ‘what is the problem?’ in the first place. For the definition and elaboration of problems and not the proposal of problem solutions is the point around which theoretical stages revolve. In this sense we have to face the choice whether to retain the notion of homeostasis with prospects of improved integration (happiness, solidarity and the like) or whether to see the problem as a problem of complexity (contingency, intransparency, risk, and the like) produced by differentiation. The first option will lead us to accept a regional concept of society as a frame for improvements, the second would recommend starting from a concept of world society in order to define the problems that regions may have to solve by political or other means.

A sociological theory of society is a scientific task, and a very special one. As a science, it specializes in cognitive operations. It follows the binary code of true and false propositions and is, in fact, identified by this distinction (and not, for instance, teleologically, by an end). It has to find and to confirm truth, and to avoid falsity. However, if we as observers and sociologists change the system reference and focus, not on science but on society itself, another function comes in view. A theory of society, whether true or false, and this makes no difference here, contributes to the self-description of the society. It is communicated within society to convey a description of
society, including the describing of the description. It refers to its object but also to itself as part of its object---as a subsystem of a subsystem of the society. Any communication about society is an autological operation. It produces a text that combines, even confuses, autoreference and heteroreference, a text that implies a collapse of the distinction between a subject and its object, between the observer and the observed, on which science has to rely for methodological and logical reasons. It can be scientific and non-scientific, depending upon which system reference has been chosen. And by whom? By sociology, of course.

This is no longer a question of social and political responsibilities, not to mention of ethical concerns. It is not a question of whether or not sociology as a science has to commit itself to a value-free stance (which could only mean avoiding selection). Nor is it, by any means, a question of making a decision. Rather, given the structure of its object, society, sociology cannot follow a rule of self-exemption. In this sense (but only in this sense), we find a close parallel between sociological and moral reasoning. Both forms of social communication cannot avoid self-implication. If they try to avoid it they simply fail in what they intend and pretend to do. Now, we shall re-formulate the problem of whether or not we have to accept the fact of a world society for the last time. The problem of autological reference is a universal problem. It cannot be avoided by transferring a centre of research from Bielefeld to Berkeley, and even Paris is no exception. It is not a problem of contesting boundaries or shifting loyalties within the societal system. The question is rather, whether or not a sociological theory is capable of satisfying all the technical requirements of the subsystem science and at the same time, and with the same set of texts, can contribute to the self-description of the society. Can sociology, in other words, operate as science and simultaneously observe the society in which it operates as observer? Can it observe itself as the observer?

We cannot give an 'objective' and definite answer to this question. For the question itself implies a re-entry of the observer/observed distinction into itself. And this means that we shall have to face unresolvable indeterminacies, temporalization, oscillation, memory function and above all that must replace the computation of all possible statements by a feedback reference to the historical situation from which we have to start.

Notes

1. See the title of Parsons' book The System of Modern Societies (1971). Most more recent authors follow this lead. See, among others, Peters (1993) for pragmatic reasons!

2. One may discuss this also in terms of the names of authors of theories and the damages produced by using names such as 'Luhmann' in theoretical discussions.


4. The strong component of 'feeling' in the British concept of culture/cultivation may have been, for some time at least, a substitute for solidarity.


7. Truth has been replaced by the twins "Relativity" and "Legitimation", writes Burgin (1986, p. 49).

8. There were, of course, important exceptions, e.g. the legal form of corporations (universitates) such as the church or monasteries that collected not families but individuals.

9. In formal terms this would require a 're-entry' of a form in itself in the sense of Spencer Brown (1979, p. 56 ff:) with all its mathematical consequences such as bistability, oscillation, memory functions, temporalization and above all the irresolvable indeterminacy for internal and external observers.

10. For a more general use of this concept, see von Foerster (1981, p. 304 ff).

11. To make the complicated architecture of this theory clear: not only the distinction but also the difference between system and environment can re-enter the system. But then we have differentiation.


13. As, for example, Edmund Husserl would have it during the difficult years of the Nazi regime. See his Viennese lecture 'Die Philosophie und die Krise des europäischen Menschentums' (7. and 10.5.1935), printed in: Husserl (1954, pp. 314-348).
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By NIKLAS LUHMANN

SPEAKING AND SILENCE

Niklas Luhmann

Source: New German Critique Winter94 Issue 61, p25, 14p

[a]

A communication does not communicate [mitteilen] the world, it divides [einteilen] it. Like any operation of living or thinking, communication produces a caesura. It says what it says; it does not say what it does not say. It differentiates. If further communications connect [anschließen], systemic boundaries form which stabilize the cut. No operation will find its way back to what was before -- to the unmarked space (Spencer Brown). Proceeding from within the system which thereby operatively reproduces itself, each enactment of such a return would mean another step forward.
The world is not a piece of information, for it is not a choice among different possibilities. The world is therefore also not something that would have to be understood -- or could be misunderstood -- so that communication could carry on. It is only that which endures the cut produced by communication -- and this circumstance, likewise, can only be effectuated and stated but not avoided.

This does not rule out the possibility of speaking about the world. One can do it. We are doing it right now. But this, too, requires an operation of the same type with the same effects. This operation only perpetuates the difference it helps to reproduce. It is possible to thematize this very difference within communication, and this happens when we speak about the world. But then, this difference must be thematized as the unity of what is different, as communication and non-communication, that is, as a paradox. Within communication, the world is given to communication only as a paradox. The enactment of communication severs its unity. It affirms this unity implicitly by severing it. And it negates this unity implicitly by reconstructing it. "Implicitly" is to indicate that only an observer is able to see and describe things in this way.

Communication must be content with what it can do; but it can communicate that it can only do what it can do. Just as one knows of the unknown at least that it is unknown,[1] one can say of the incommunicable that it is incommunicable. Statements about existence and negations belong to the operators of linguistically constituted communicative systems; but their operative use can take place only on this side of the boundary that is being renewed by such use, but not transgressed by it.

To repeat: the world can come into the world only as a paradox. Yet precisely this is possible through the enactment of communication. For this to happen, no logical analysis of the concept of paradox is required, and we therefore refer to the tradition of this concept in rhetoric rather than in logic. Logic observes itself as a paradox and as a tautology. It uses paradoxes and tautologies to delimit the space of its own operations, that is, as warning signs for the delimitation of a realm of communication that can be controlled by logic. In order to produce two boundaries, it must first duplicate the problem of paradox, breaking it down into a paradox and a tautology (here, the tautology which asserts the sameness of what is being distinguished in the statement is also a paradox). At both boundaries, however, logic can see its delimiting marks only from the inside, i.e., not as a form. Logic is therefore unable to arrive at a complete concept of paradox and tautology, a concept which an observer could use who would like to observe logic as well. For this reason -- while disregarding all historical particularities of the occidental tradition of rhetoric -- we consider the rhetorical understanding of paradox as more fundamental than the logical one. It is simply a matter of a communication that wants to use simultaneously what is incompatible and thereby deprives itself of the ability to connect [Anschlu beta fahigkei]. It is indeed a special case if one systematically gathers arguments for the truth of both sides in order to prove antinomies that may be advantageous to theory, or if one proceeds with hasty arguments against the communis opinio in order to cast it into doubt. For the communication of paradoxes, the operative
effect is decisive: it causes communication to oscillate, because each position makes it necessary to assert the opposite, for which the same holds in turn.

Since each operation requires time and lets it pass, paradoxical communication, too, can be comprehended only if time is included. Paradoxical communication circulates within itself in extremely short temporal rhythms. If there is communication at all, we are dealing with an irreducible borderline case of the ability to connect, a case in which this capability converges with the lack of connection [Anschlu beta losigkeit]; in a certain sense, then, we are dealing with the problematization of the ability to connect, with the problematization of the organization of time in discourse.

This is what we meant when we said that the world cannot be communicated and that, when the world is included in communication, it appears as the paradox of the unity of difference, a paradox that requires a solution [Auflosung] if things are to continue at all. In this case, the world itself remains incommunicable. Only that which instead is observed and described is communicable. The thematization of incommunicability in communication can then also be viewed as an indicator of the fact that the world is carded along.

The other possibility is silence[2] -- a silence that no longer wants to be understood as communication (but is forever understood, is understandable only in this way). This does not only mean to opt for silence within the distinction between speaking and silence, but to avoid the distinction as such, so that the problem does not arise in the first place -- the problem that one "breaks the silence" by way of (paradoxical, inspired) speech. But then, doesn't one still have the problem that in a world in which one speaks, silence is possible only within self-drawn boundaries, i.e., as the production of difference?

II

Jean-Francois Lyotard[3] has the same problem in mind when he shows -within the theoretical framework of linguistics -- that every operation or, in his terminology, "phrase," produces a "differend." The operation itself is only an event. It is possible only through a linkage [entchainement] with other operations of the same type, that is, only by virtue of a recursive interrelation within the concatenation of several phrases. This linkage can only occur selectively, and thus always produces other possibilities which are then disregarded by what follows. It produces victims. There are regulative rules for this procedure --regimes de phrases and genres de discours. None of these rules can avoid its own processual selectivity, each makes its own enabling incision in the world, each makes sacrifices in its own way, and each lives off its own differend. Yet despite this insight into the operative inevitability of difference, for Lyotard the temptation remains strong to think the unity of difference as well -- no longer in the sense of "spirit" but in the problematization of normativity, in the question of justice (which, however, turns again into a selective discourse as soon as it deals with an actual dispute), and further in a rather hopeless appeal to politics, or finally in the historical self-characterization as "postmodern." Thus, a defiant sadness rests on the renunciation of unity -- that old
rhetorical unity of orge/ly pe (ira/tristitia) which at least in its mood holds on to what one knows to be lost.

The same can be formulated in a more optimistic fashion by using the terminology of "second order cybernetics," that is to say, the cybernetics of observing systems.[4] Cybernetics uses the metaphor of the "blind spot." An observer cannot see what he cannot see. Neither can he see that he cannot see what he cannot see. But there is a possibility of correction: the observation of the observer. It is true that the second-order observer, too, is tied to his own blind spot, for otherwise he would be unable to make observations. The blind spot is his a priori, as it were. Yet when he observes another observer, he is able to observe his blind spot, his a priori, his "latent structures." And in doing so, and in thus operatively ploughing through the world, he, too, is exposed to the observation of observations. There is no privileged point of view, and the critic of ideology is no better off than the ideologue. But at the level of second-order cybernetics, there is a recursive network of observations of observations; and with a term derived from mathematics, which, however, becomes questionable in the transfer, one can hope that this network will yield "eigenvalues" (theoreticians of evolution also speak of "attractors") which will prove to be stable conditions. Such a process, however, can be observed only in retrospect. Order owes its existence to evolution, it is therefore possible only as a historical system..

Such a historicity can be reconstructed if one considers that all communication depends on the cooperation of conscious systems, and that it must therefore assume a perceptible form. As communication it must take on a form, either acoustically or optically, in the media of possible perception. It must transform the indeterminable complexity of these media into determinate complexity; that is, it must transform infinite informational loads into finite ones. But perceptibility itself as a (however conspicuous) noise or as a (however conspicuous) optical mark does not yet constitute communication. And even if someone recognizes that the object of perception (the "sign") has been produced by way of an intentional act, that is, "technically" or "artificially" in the original sense, this does not yet mean that it can be understood as the communication of a piece of information. In order for information to be understood, the creation of an additional space for possibilities of selection is required, in which communication can be conceived of as selection. The acoustic and optical forms which are strictly determined and binding must serve, in turn, as the medium for another type of forms which then bind [binden] this medium.[5] This is achieved by language. What language makes possible, namely, the communication of comprehensible sentences, are thus second-order forms -- forms in the medium of what a consciousness is able to process in terms of perception.[6] It is only at this level that a social system can differentiate itself on the sole basis of self-produced communication. Only on this level do we arrive at an autopoiesis of society which -under minimal restrictions of perceptibility and therefore with the participation of consciousness -- organizes itself into what constitutes, for it, a medium, but what, for consciousness, is already form. Only at this
level of the construction of order can forms be aptly observed with the help of the distinction between speaking and silence.

Accordingly, communication is set up in such a way that it fascinates consciousness by the use of first-level forms and carries it away by the use of second-level forms. Especially significant communication is, in the first instance, formed in such a rhapsodic manner, using the acoustic medium, and only its secondary encoding in phonetic writing makes possible a certain distance. This, however, only leads to the development of further media and forms that bind these media, forms that are only now truly built into the autopoiesis of society, namely, into the autopoiesis of legally encoded political power and of property encoded as money.[7] The repeated reduplication of the difference between medium and form in forms that in turn can be used as a medium makes possible the highly selective construction of a social system which finally arrives at the point of reflecting upon its own selectivity. Reflection, at first cosmic, then cosmopolitan (that of a "citizen of the world"), seems to have reached its limit today. We therefore sum up all these dispositions toward paradoxology, the "postmodern" renunciation of the complete report, the observation of observation, and the distinction between medium and form in the question: What has happened to difference? Where did the world go? Who are the victims? Are they the observed observers?[8]

At this point it may be helpful to consult systems theory. The concept of system emphasizes more strongly the irrevocable simultaneity of system and environment than the concept of discourse does. (Reversing matters, one could also say that the difference between system and environment defines what can be understood by simultaneity.) As opposed to the concept of discourse, the concept of system -- at least in its newer versions -- is concerned from the very beginning with difference. Thus systems theory offers a certain schema to the observer that can help him observe others and himself, namely, the distinction between system and environment. An observer who uses this distinction in order to divide the world, cannot avoid seeing (is precisely thereby forced to see) himself, too, as a system in his environment. At the same time the schema presents the formulation of a difference. Each system-forming operation (whether self-referential, recursive, connectable or interconnecting in nature) differentiates by actualizing what it achieves against a thereby excluded environment. One of the possibilities of connecting is, then, to observe this difference with the help of the distinction between system and environment. Translated into George Spencer Brown's[9] terminology, this would amount to the "re-entry" of a distinction into what is distinguished -- but this happens only in self-observation, which, as an operation, can only perpetuate the difference that makes possible its recursive processing.

This schematization offers many advantages, not the least of which is the possibility of such a reduplication of the schema in itself. Within the system, the difference between system and environment thus posited as a system can be used as an orientation. Yet even in the environment one can (and one has to, if one wants to orient oneself toward it) make out differences between system and environment; for, strictly speaking, one can
never observe the environment, never enter into a relationship with the environment, and never form a meta-system with the environment (for that would be the world). One can do all this only selectively with reference to other systems which then, in turn, must be observed and described with the help of the distinction between system and environment.[10] Each reduplication, however, multiplies the differences without adding any new systems.

Each reduplication of the schema must, however, preserve the peculiarity of the distinction, especially its asymmetry. The environment is always "only" environment, never a system. And the unity of each difference between system and environment is always the world, never a system.[11] The concept of environment thus describes a remaining quantity from which a system must distinguish itself (or another system) in order to identify itself in the world. But this remaining quantity is no "et cetera" of other things and events given once and for all; it is different for each system. With each formation of a system and with each reduplication of the schema, it is multiplied in itself: an infinity that can be multiplied in itself (whatever mathematicians may think of it).

In consequence, the use of the distinction between system and environment results, on the one hand, in the difference produced by its introduction; in the wake of this difference it leads, for example, to controversies about systems theory. On the other hand, the distinction between system and environment leads to the multiplication of observations and descriptions implied in this distinction, to the reconstruction of the universe as a multiverse, and to Gotthart Gunther's reorganization of logic into a multi-valent, polycontextural enterprise, to an epistemological constructivism -- and all this perhaps yields the insight that, precisely because of this difference, something is excluded from communication as different.

In the main, an attempt is made to understand this exclusion historically, as the difference between modernity and postmodernity or, even more radically, as the bidding-farewell to old Europe. This is a solution out of embarrassment, which in regard to the present and the future makes do with a blank that is only gradually filled with content. At an individual level as well, the (post)modern "biography" consists of the search for meaning, of accidents, and omissions. Omissions, in turn, can be historicized and dismissed as something about which nothing can be done anymore. At any rate, nothing that is past can participate in communication -- and this is reassuring. And if it is only a matter of speaking about it, there is no lack of suitable forms.

Writing, printing, and now also the electronic organization and storage of data break with this rule -- and at the same time they reproduce the insight contained in it. One can begin communication with the help of these media -- and postpone its completion in understanding. Such a postponement changes the form created by a difference, together with the non-form of the invisibility of what is uninvolved. In a strange way, the relationship to history thereby becomes selective, and any effort to reactualize the past increases this selectivity. The texts are accessible, yet the access itself turns into a
The difference between speaking and silence, between communication and non-communication cannot be dissolved. Every instance of speech reactualizes silence.

III

Only for the system of society that includes all communication does the silence produced along with it become a problem. Any other social system formed within society can start from the assumption that communication also takes place in the environment. What is not said in the system can still be communicated by other systems on other occasions with different words, concepts, metaphors. This does not apply to society. Its environment remains silent. And even this characterization as "silence" is still one of communication and one with reference to communication; for in reality "silence" is not an operation outside of society but only a counter-image which society projects into its environment, or it is the mirror in which society comes to see that what is not said is not said. In this sense, the topic "Speaking and Silence" belongs to social theory, and commentaries on Wittgenstein that address this issue are dealing with social theory. 12 Society is the comprehensive system of meaningful communication as a selection from the possibilities of meaningful communication projected by society itself. One could say that society "possibilizes" [possisibilisiert] its world in order to be able to comprehend and rationalize whatever occurs as selection by virtue of the fact that what occurs, occurs as society. But what occurs is a perpetual including and excluding; and this can still be formulated (we are doing it right now) as the realization of a possibility within the horizon of meaning of other possibilities, just as if things were possible otherwise.

Inclusiveness also means closure. Society establishes its own operations in such a way that they can be produced and reproduced only on the basis of precisely these operations. In relation to the environment, they are not specified by stimuli, they are encoded indifferently and based on their own, specifically marked physicality of sounds and signs. The language thus established processes the ability to connect, not external contacts. Its "semantics" is a condensed practice [Gebrauch] worth preserving -- not a sign for something else in the old semiological sense. Its operative principle is difference, not correspondence. Given all the structural coupling with the external world -- we were talking about the physicality of sounds and signs, and we could also mention human consciousness[13]-- "interna" can only be processed internally; and, in particular, disturbances or perturbations (Maturana) are conspicuous only as deviations from expectations produced by communication.[14]

As communication put into action, society can also include silence within communication -- for example, in the sense of attentive silence, in the sense of an eloquent silence, or in the sense of "qui racet consentire videtur" [one who is silent appears knowing]. It is of course also possible to speak about the difference between speaking and silence. This distinction, too, can re-enter what it distinguishes. In order to show that this is possible it is sufficient to do it. . . . One can observe this possibility, describe it, and push its representation to the paradox of communication about incommunicability. Given all this, however, the fact has not been "sublated" that every communication, including this one,
produces a difference as an operation and that, because of the recursivity of its operations, every system includes something and excludes something else. Every system coproduces that which, as environment, does not enter into the system, and this may then be called (!) "silence" --though silence in a second sense: silence without the ability to connect.

What this means can be grasped somewhat more clearly if one takes into consideration that any communication puts something at stake (enjeu), risks something -- namely, rejection. The risk lies in focusing on one point (a sentence, a statement) and in selecting precisely this point from among many other possible ones. One cannot avoid this risk, for communication requires self-determination. One can decrease the risk by making little of the themes, but one cannot always do so, and often one cannot do so without silently communicating precisely the intention of avoiding thorny topics.

In determining itself, every communication generates a bifurcation; it thus diversifies the possible links into acceptance or rejection. This alternative is fully located within what can be linked up; even rejection is possible only in linkage with a prior communication and with regard to what is determined by it. The alternative, brought about by the force of communication and actualized in the understanding of communication, excludes third possibilities. No communication is admitted that does not want to be either accepted or rejected.[15] This restriction also stifles any attempt at communication which foresees that in the case of acceptance too much would be accepted, too much of a bond generated, while rejection would destroy something that matters, for the rejection would force us in turn to process the rejection itself as something capable of producing a connection. Thus we are often unable to answer the question "Do you love me?" but we cannot answer it by silence either, which is why it is advisable not to pose the question in the first place.

Should one speak of a transcendental silence? Not at all. For we are not dealing with something that transcends the boundaries of experience. At stake are only the boundaries of communication, the boundaries of society. As always, we are translating the question of the transcendental aprioris in the subject into the question of the observer in society. The question is then posed as follows: Who can observe with the help of the distinction between speaking and silence, that is, who can communicate about this distinction?

We can easily find interpreting observations which bring themselves to understand silence, that is, to understand it as communication. Someone who cannot speak must be connected to communication by someone starting to speak to him. The hermeneut becomes a therapist. The place where no one speaks is regarded as an individual who could be made to speak--like a baby by its mother. The interpretation of silence serves the autopoiesis of communication, since it is recursively linked up to the network, that is, included. An entire profession devotes itself to cheering up old people who sit in their rooms and wait for death, to offering them entertainment or even education, to doing something for them, and to explaining to itself the difficulties of this task as the problem
of a profession and as a question of specialized knowledge --and in doing so, it no longer hears the silence. And it is not to be disputed that this can make sense if we observe it under the aspect of the distinction between speaking and silence and if we do so while exposing ourselves to observation. Under favorable conditions, there is money to be had for this.

Another practice uses the schema of speaking/silence in a normative or even commanding way. Others are reduced to silence. One can simply order it. This is paradoxical, for it is precisely the execution of an order which turns silence into communication [Mitteilung] (even if one would not in any case prefer to be silent in the face of such a presumptuous behavior). Evading the communicative paradox, prisons obey the restriction of communication through the manipulation of bodies. Killing achieves the same goal more radically and with more certainty. The one killed is then no longer capable of transgressing the prohibition and of speaking in spite of it. And finally Auschwitz -- the end point of this strategy so far -- together with the enormous effusion of emotionally and financially profitable talk following the event because there is no other way of coming to terms with it in society.

As a sociologist one can be tempted to say (to say!): This does not exhaust the possibilities! Everyone who writes, writes on [beschreibt] paper and writes on it as something white. Everyone who describes [beschreibt] society, implicitly describes what it excludes and dooms to silence. Yet the classical mode of description which is oriented toward a theory of objects has prevented sociology from seeing the excluded and from including it again -- from at least reintegrating it into the description of society within society. From Marx to Lyotard this has happened under the aspect of a victimology. The excluded is determined as a class or in some other way observed as human, mourned, and reclaimed for society. Were society to respond as demanded to this complaint, it would still not become a society that excluded nothing. It would communicate out of other considerations, with other distinctions, and perhaps resolve the paradoxes of its communication differently, shift sorrow and pain and, by doing so, create a different silence. Once we are in a position to see and know this today, any intention to optimize the relationship between speaking and silence in the direction of a positive evaluation of communication becomes an ideology and, no matter the reasons, a sustained illusion. This is certainly true for all the efforts that have insisted on setting communication free, on emancipating it from the given constraints of violence and time and from restricted linguistic codes. What else can come of such efforts but the acceptance of new restrictions or, finally, only noise?

Instead, sociology can strive to improve its instruments of description and to build a greater amount of controllable complexity into the self-description of society. As if by itself, more precision and rigor in one's own communication makes visible what it excludes.[16] Occupied by a similar problematic, the French prefer the stylistic device of sophisticated vagueness. In any case, this communication must then in turn be reflected
upon from a theoretical perspective of difference, and it does not only need to be communicated as such but also must be capable of being understood as such.

[a] Originally appeared as "Reden und Schweigen," chapter of Peter Fuchs and Niklas Luhmann, Reden und Schweigen (Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp, 1989) 720. Reprinted with the kind permission of Suhrkamp Verlag, Frankfurt am Main.


2. On the problems and especially on the rationality of this tradition of mysticism, see Henry Arian, A tort et a raison: intercritique de la science et du roythe (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1986) 101ff., 240ff. Even those paradoxes which are introduced into communication at this point can only be understood paradoxically, that is, they are intended as not-intended.


5. The point of departure for this and the following reflections is Fritz Heider, "Thing and Medium," On Perception, Event, Structure, and Psychological Environment: Selected Papers, Psychological Issue 1:3 (New York: International UP, 1959) 1-34.

6. This explains the fact that societal communication can treat consciousness as a medium that can be bound by linguistic forms although it is really a system determined by a structure which owes its unity to its own autopoiesis. Therefore a consciousness is "silent" for society if and insofar as it does not participate in communication.


8. This is presumably how Lyotard might put the question -- he writes with reference to ethnological research: "The heterogeneity between the cognitive genre and its referent, the 'savage' narrative genre, is not to be doubted (and in no way does it prohibit cognition). There is an abyss between them. The savage thus suffers a wrong on account of the fact that he or she is 'cognized' in this manner, that is, judged, both he or she and his or her norms, according to the criteria and in an idiom which are neither those which he or she obeys nor their 'result' " Lyotard 156.


10. This does not necessarily imply that one observes other systems as observing systems, i.e., in view of what is the environment for them; that is, with regard to how they differentiate themselves from their environment. Yet this transition to a second-order cybernetics can easily be accomplished by systems theory. It is possible if one allows the difference between system and environment to re-enter into one's own environment and if, in doing so, one does not take into account one's own systemic reference but the one of the other system (which, of course, is only a different one for the initial observation but not for itself).

11. This does not exclude applications regarding the theory of differentiation, which start from the assumption that within systems there is an "inner" environment for their subsystems. Only this inner environment is never the total environment of the subsystems, even if
these are largely protected against effects of the outer environment. The outer environment can prevent a survival of the organism and thus also of its cells.


14. To quote Lyotard again: "... the phrases that happen are "awaited," not by conscious or unconscious "subjects" who would anticipate them, but because, to speak as linguists do, they carry their own "set of directions" (modes d'emplacement) along with them" Lyotard 129.

15. An exception that pointedly orients itself toward this problem in order to distance itself from it is dealt with in Luhmann and Fuchs, "Vom Zeitlosen: Paradoxe Kommunikation im Zen-Buddhismus," Reden und Schweigen 46-69.

16. Today the topic of "ecology" is suited as a paradigm for such a treatment. Cf., as an act of balance between saying and not saying, Niklas Luhmann, Okologische Kommunikation: Kann die moderne Gesellschaft sich auf okologische Gefährdungen einstellen? (Opladen: Westdeutscher, 1986).
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By Niklas Luhmann

Kerstin Behnke